The microwave spectrum for o-benzyne was obtained by passing a dilute (Ͻ1%) mixture of benzene in neon through a pulsed-DC discharge nozzle source into a pulsed-beam, Fourier transform spectrometer. Rotational transitions were measured for the normal isotopomer, the two unique single-D isotopomers, and the all-13 C isotopomer and one of the single-
The microwave spectrum for o-benzyne was obtained by passing a dilute (Ͻ1%) mixture of benzene in neon through a pulsed-DC discharge nozzle source into a pulsed-beam, Fourier transform spectrometer. Rotational transitions were measured for the normal isotopomer, the two unique single-D isotopomers, and the all- 13 C isotopomer and one of the single- 13 C isotopomers. Benzynes have been known as reactive intermediates in organic reactions for many years, and have recently been implicated in gasoline combustion reactions and antitumor activity of enediynes. Twenty-seven b-type transitions for the normal isotopomer were fit to obtain Aϭ6989.7292 (6) , Bϭ5706 .8062 (6) , and Cϭ3140.3708(4) MHz, and five centrifugal distortion constants. The inertial defect is ⌬ϭ0.0694 amu Å 2 , consistent with a planar structure. Hyperfine structure for the D 1 ͑closest to the CwC bond͒ and D 2 ͑furthest from the CwC bond͒, was analyzed to obtain deuterium quadrupole coupling strengths eQq aa (D 1 )ϭ185(3) kHz, eQq bb (D 1 )ϭϪ85(2) kHz, eQq aa (D 2 )ϭ5 (13) , and eQq bb (D 2 )ϭ86 (13) kHz. The C-D, bond axis quadrupole coupling strengths are compared with values for benzene. Spectra for the 13 C 6 and one of the 13 C 1 isotopomers were analyzed to obtain rotational constants. Kraitchman analysis and least-squares fitting provided nearly all of the structural parameters. The preliminary structural analysis yields an acetylenic CϵC bond length of 1. 24 
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been a long-standing interest in the properties and reactions of o-benzyne due to its role as a reactive intermediate in aromatic nucleophilic substitution reactions. Reactions and properties of all three didehydrobenzenes have been reviewed recently by Wenk, Winkler, and Sander 1 The existence of o-benzyne as a short-lived free molecule was confirmed, some time ago, by low temperature infrared 2 and microwave spectroscopy. Microwave spectra in the 26 -36 GHz range for the normal isotopomer of o-benzyne have been reported by Brown, Godfrey, and co-workers, 3, 4 The early work on o-benzyne by Wittig 5, 6 and Roberts 7 identified it as a reaction intermediate in elimination reactions of halobenzenes. Jones and Bergman 8 showed that p-benzyne͑1-4 didehydrobenzene͒ is a reaction intermediate in the thermal cyclization of enediyne. The structure of this enediyne reactant was determined using microwave spectroscopy. 9 Recent evidence has been presented [10] [11] [12] [13] that p-benzyne derivatives are involved in key reactions of antitumor agents. In biological systems, enediynes can be triggered to undergo Bergman cyclization to form benzenoid biradicals. The biradicals can abstract hydrogen atoms from the sugar-phosphate backbone of DNA, which leads to double-stranded DNA cleavage, resulting in cell death. 10 Recent calculations 14 indicate that o-benzyne may play a significant role in the combustion of lead-free gasoline. The theoretical calculations indicate that formation of o-benzyne from phenyl radical is less endothermic than ring-opening reactions. If correct, this implies that o-benzyne would be a significant intermediate in the combustion of lead-free gasoline, which contains ϳ25% of small aromatics such as benzene, toluene, and xylenes.
Electron affinities and singlet-triplet splittings for the oand p-benzyne isomers were reported by Wenthold, Lineberger, and Squires. 15 Vibrational frequencies were obtained for all three isomers from the ultraviolet ͑UV͒ photoelectron spectroscopy work. Due to the importance of the singlet ground state of o-benzyne as a molecular intermediate in many arene reactions, there have been numerous theoretical calculations on the structure and other properties. Most of the recent theoretical studies 16 -18 favor an arynelike structure. The mechanism of aromatic nucleophilic substitution reactions has been reasonably well-established and discussed in many standard organic textbooks. Nucleophilic substitution is known to proceed via the o-benzyne intermediate after a hydrogen elimination step and is followed by attack of the nucleophile. The highly reactive o-benzyne intermediate is a major driving force that controls the rate and outcome of the reactions. Although the majority of calculations on o-benzyne are in reasonable agreement, the results calculated for m-benzyne by different methods and levels of calculation have shown significant variations in the resulting structures. [19] [20] The o-benzyne molecule is an asymmetric-top with b-dipole directed along the C 2v symmetry axis ͑see Fig. 1͒ . In the earlier work reported by Brown, Godfrey, and co-workers, 3, 4 organic precursors were pyrolyzed and directed into modified waveguide Stark-cell spectometers to readily observe relatively high-J transitions. They observed the pyrolysis products of benzocyclobutene-1,2-dione, phthalic anhydride, or ninhydrin. In the present experimental work, a pulsed-nozzle electric discharge source was used to efficiently produce o-benzyne. High-resolution measurements of transition frequencies, rotational constants, and distortion constants, for five isotopomers, and deuterium quadrupole coupling interaction parameters are reported.
II. EXPERIMENT
Microwave frequencies for o-benzyne were measured using a coaxial, pulsed-beam Fourier transform spectrometer system equipped with an electric discharge nozzle source for production of transient molecules. The spectrometer is described in earlier work by McCarthy, Chen, Travers, and Thaddeus, 21 and references cited therein. With the coaxial configuration of the beam and cavity axis, each line is observed as a Doppler doublet, but the linewidth ͑FWHM͒ of each component is ϳ10 kHz, so the effective resolution is near 10 kHz, providing a substantial improvement in resolution over waveguide spectrometers. The 0 00 -1 11 transition for the normal isotopomer could be observed with a signalto-noise ratio of 10 000/1 for 10 min integration time. In the present experiments, the o-benzyne is produced using a benzene-neon discharge. This nozzle-discharge source provides a distinct advantage for isotopic studies, since many of the required isotopically enriched precursors are more readily available. Preparation of isotopically substituted benzene should be more straightforward than, for example, phthalic anhydride or ninhydrin. The discharge nozzle provides reasonably efficient production of o-benzyne, but also produces a wide variety of other discharge products, which were not identified in the present work. A mixture of 0.5% benzene in neon, at a total pressure of 3.2 atm was pulsed at 6 Hz through the discharge source into the microwave cavity. The discharge electrodes were operated at an 800-1400 v potential difference, which was turned off between the gas pulses. The stronger transitions for the normal isotopomer could readily be observed with a single beam pulse. Searches for the single-substitution 13 C isotopomers, using naturalabundance benzene were much more efficient using the liquid nitrogen cooling of the mirrors and microwave receiver preamplifiers to increase the instrumental sensitivity approximately threefold.
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and 12 transitions with reasonably compact hyperfine structure were analyzed and are listed in Table II . Some of the observed 13 C 6 transitions were severely broadened and distorted by the combined 13 C and 1 H spin-spin and spinrotation interactions. Both the spin-spin and spin-rotation interaction strengths are expected to be in the 10-30 kHz range from data on other similar molecules. When C 6 H 5 D was supplied to the discharge source, both of the unique isomers of C 6 H 3 D (o-benzyne͒ were produced. Since only two, and not four single-D isotopomers were observed, this provides further evidence for the C 2v symmetry of the benzyne molecule. Deuterium quadrupole coupling was wellresolved on many transitions, and the analysis is discussed below. A hyperfine pattern due to the deuterium quadrupole coupling and Doppler doubling for a Jϭ1 to 2 transition of the D2 isotopomer is shown in Fig. 2 . This portion of the spectrum was obtained with 4000 gas pulses, over an 11 min period, with S/Nϭ100/1. Measured transitions for the single-D isotopomers are listed in Table III .
Detection of the singly-substituted 13 C species proved challenging because there were many transitions of comparable intensity from unrelated molecules produced in the discharge. This resulted in fairly congested spectra in regions where the single-substitution 13 C isotopomer transitions were predicted. In spite of these difficulties, six transitions were assigned to the single-substitution 13 C isotopomer, substi- C-substituted benzyne is underway to determine the complete substitution structure of o-benzyne. Benzene samples with a single 13 C substitution will be used to produce much higher yields of the singlesubstitution 13 C isotopomers of o-benzyne.
III. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
The measured transitions for the normal isotopomer, single-D isotopomers, and 13 C 6 isotopomer were fit using the Pickett program spfit. 22 The measured and calculated ͑best fit͒ transitions for the normal isotopomer are listed in Table I . The molecular parameters determined from the fit are given in Table V , with 2 uncertainties. Inclusion of higher-order ͑sextic͒ distortion constants did not significantly improve the fit. The data and residuals for the least squares fit for 12 transitions for the 13 C 6 ͑all 13 C) isotopomer are given in Table II . Rotational constants for all isotopomers, except the normal one are given in Table VI . For these fits the distortion constants were fixed at values obtained for the normal isotopomer. Many transitions were broadened and distorted due to partially resolved hyperfine structure, and this is the most likely reason for larger residuals. The inertial defects obtained are ⌬ϭ0.0694(1) amu Å 2 , for the normal isotopomer, and ⌬ϭ0.0740(1) amu Å 2 , for the 13 C 6 isotopomer. These values are consistent with a planar structure, and considering line broadening problems, and limited data set for the 13 C 6 isotopomer, are not likely significantly different.
Spectra for many of the stronger transitions of C 6 H 3 D o-benzyne were readily observed using the C 6 H 5 D sample. The observed transitions which were used in the leastsquares fits to obtain molecular parameters are listed in Table  III Fig. 1. For D 1 , 19 transitions were used in the fit, and for D 2 , 14 transitions were used. More transitions were observable, but for those listed in Table III , the deuterium hyperfine structure was sufficiently well resolved that the predicted lines could be readily fit to the measured spectra. The rotational constants for the single-D isotopomers are listed in Table VI . The distortion constants were fixed at values obtained for the normal isotopomer.
Rotational constants for singly-substituted 13 C isotopomers were predicted using calculated DFT structures, with coordinates scaled to give a reasonable fit to the measured rotational constants for the normal benzyne isotopomer. Searches near the predicted frequencies yielded six transitions which could be assigned to the singly-substituted 13 C isotopomer, substituted at C3. These transitions are listed in Table IV . The transitions were fit, using distortion constants fixed at values obtained for the normal isotopomer, to obtain rotational constants for this single-substitution, 13 
IV. DEUTERIUM QUADRUPOLE COUPLING
The diagonal elements of deuterium quadrupole coupling tensors, in the principal inertial axis system were determined from least-squares fits to the measured transitions listed in Table III using spfit. 22 The molecular parameters obtained from the fits are listed in Tables VI and VII. Attempts were made to fit the off-diagonal quadrupole coupling component eQq ab for the D 2 data, but these fits were not successful, due primarily to correlation problems and the small value of eQq ab relative to experimental uncertainties. The C-D bond axis for the D 1 isotopomer is nearly parallel (ϩ2.5°angle͒ with the a inertial axis, so for this case eQq aa is very nearly equal to the bond axis quadrupole coupling strength, eQq zz . For the principal axis system of the deuterium quadrupole coupling tensors, z lies along the C-D bond, x is in the plane of the molecule, and y is perpendicular to the molecular plane, and is parallel to the c inertial axis. Since we did not obtain the off-diagonal quadrupole 2 , The angle between the C-D bond and the a inertial axis is 51°. This is very close to the ''magic angle'' of 54.7°, and so the eQq aa value is very small and the quadrupole hyperfine splittings are correspondingly smaller. The smaller splittings are the primary cause of the larger uncertainties, particularly in the bond-axis system (x,y,z system-Table VII͒.
V. STRUCTURAL PARAMETERS
A Kraitchman analysis was carried out for three singlysubstituted isotopomers to determine atom coordinates for the two unique H-atom positions and the C3 carbon atom. The results of this analysis are shown in Table VIII . This analysis allows us to determine coordinates for all H atoms and two of the C atoms reasonably accurately. We believe that the accuracy of the a-coordinate for C3 may be somewhat better than indicated by the uncertainty ͑from the Kraitchman analysis͒ given in Table VIII . The listed uncertainty was increased because C3 lies close to the a axis. The middle two columns ͑B. Scaled calculations͒ of Table VIII, list the results of scaled Becke three parameter Lee-YangParr ͑B3LYP͒ calculations ͑discussed in the next section͒, scaled to give rotational constants which match experimental A and B rotational constants for the normal isotopomer. For this simple, planar molecule, the A rotational constant is only dependent on the b-coordinates of the atoms, and the B rotational constant is only dependent on the a-coordinates of the atoms, so this scaling is readily carried out. The B3LYP calculations give quite accurate values for the rotational constants ͑see Table IX͒, so we believe that the atom coordinates from these calculations are quite reliable, and the scaled coordinates should be even closer to the experimental structure. We note that these results agree very well with the Kraitchman-derived coordinates ͑column A͒, for those atoms where substitution data is available.
The last two columns of Table VIII ͑C. Best-fit structure͒ show a and b atom coordinates obtained using the C1 and C5 coordinates in a least squares fit to obtain the ''best-fit'' to the experimental A, B, and C rotational constants for the normal and 13 C 6 ͑all 13 C) isotopomers. In this analysis, and for Table VIII -column B, we assume C 2v symmetry for o-benzyne. This symmetry assignment is supported by 1͒ observation of only two ''unique'' single-D substitution spectra ͑discussed earlier͒, 2͒ measurements by Brown, Godfrey et al. 3, 4 of intensities of closely spaced lines with different C 2 symmetry types, 3͒ all of the theoretical calculations referenced in this paper, as well as our own predict a C 2v symmetry ground-state structure for o-benzyne. The C 2 operation exchanges two pairs of protons, and the intensity ratio predicted by spin statistics for these symmetry types is 10:6, and this agreed with the measured 3 ratio. For this fit, the C4 -H2 bond length was constrained to 1.083 Å, a value in good agreement with calculations. This constraint has the effect of tethering the C4 to the known H2 location, allowing only one degree of freedom for the planar C4 coordinates. The H1, H2, and C3 coordinates were fixed at values obtained from the Kraitchman analysis. Since these are C.O.M. coordinates this places a further constraint on the b-coordinates for C1 and C5 atoms, so this analysis becomes a two-parameter fit to four measured rotational constants. The results of this fit are shown in Tables VIII-X. Estimated uncertainties based on statistics of the least-squares fit are Ϯ0.01 Å(2), with similar uncertainties for the Kraitchman analysis. We note, in Table VIII , that, with the exception of the b coordinate for H1, agreement between the three sets of Cartesian coordinates is better than 0.01 Å for all cartesian coordinates, and within a few thousandths of an Å for some coordinates. Since the H1 atom is very close to the a axis, the uncertainty of the H1 Kratichman b coordinate could be as high as Ϯ0.03 Å. We stress here that the only geometrical parameter not determined directly by experiment is the C4 -H2 bond length, which was constrained to 1.083 Å. This value is only seen to vary by a few thousandths of an Angstrom in the referenced benzyne calculations, and C-H bond lengths are very close to this value for a wide variety of compounds.
The internal coordinates obtained from the Kraitchman analysis, and structure fits are given in Table IX . Estimated uncertainties for the bond lengths are Ϯ0.02 Å. Estimated uncertainties for the last two angles, involving the H atom coordinates are Ϯ2°. The present experimental C1-C2 bond length is 1.24 Å. This bond length is in excellent agreement with a recent value 24 from nuclear magnetic resonance ͑NMR͒ dipolar coupling measurements of 1.24͑2͒ Å. These current values are much closer to the free acetylene value of 1.207 Å than the ethylene bond length of 1.339 Å.
VI. DISCUSSION-THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
Theoretical methods have been used as a guide to understanding the electronic properties, equilibrium geometry, and reactivity of o-benzyne. As the theoretical methods have advanced, new, improved results have emerged which were claimed to be more accurate than the previous ones. Some recent examples 25, 26 of the rotational constants derived from calculated structural parameters, and selected structural pa- rameters are shown in Table XI . As seen in Table XI , it appears that the results obtained from various levels of theory produced different results for the rotational constants and the equilibrium geometry of o-benzyne. Upon closer examination of the calculated and experimental rotational constants, the trend appears that, as the size of the basis set and the level of the calculations increase, the o-benzyne geometry becomes relatively larger. The greatest quantitative variation in results among the different methods lies in the magnitude of o-benzyne CwC triple bond distance and, surprisingly, the H-C bond distance. The high level ab initio calculations, second-order Møller-Plesset ͑MP2͒ and coupled-cluster single double triple ͓CSSD͑T͔͒ 26 as seen in Table XI , predict smaller rotational constants compared to the less demanding DFT methods. The value of CwC triple bond distance obtained from CSSD͑T͒ is C1 -C2 ϭ1.269 Å, which is comparable to the value obtained from BPW91/cc-pVDZ, 25 where a value of CwCϭ1.266 Å is obtained. Grant, Michl et al. 24 have observed that results for calculations of the chemical shift tensor, results using DFT are in much better agreement with experiment than those from self-consistent field ͑SCF͒ or MP2. This may also be the case for the C1-C2 bond length. The H-C bond distance closest to the triple bond as determined from BPW91/ccpVDZ is 1.098 Å and it is 1.081 Å as predicted from CCSD͑T͒. Recent DFT calculations ͑Langenaeker et al. 18 ͒ showed that the DFT method can correctly determine the electronic structure of o-benzyne to an accuracy comparable to high level ab initio calculations. The results of our calculations ͑columns 3 and 4 of Tables VIII and XI͒, show that DFT methods are capable of correctly describing the molecular structure of o-benzyne. The theoretical rotational constants obtained from the present B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) calculation are in excellent agreement with our present experimental values, with agreement better than Ϯ0.3%. Our MP2/6-31G(d, p) calculations gave rotational constants that are smaller than those given by this experiment and DFT calculations. The value of CwC triple bond distance obtained from the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) is C1 -C2ϭ1.251 Å and the hydrogen bond distance closest to the triple bond is 1.085 Å.
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